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DEDICATION
”The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet.”
– Aristotle
I moved to Iowa State University in August 2007 to pursue my Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering after living 18 years in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil. Most people I met in
college perceived education as an ordinary path that needed to be taken in order to attain a
respectable social status. To some extent, like most of my colleagues, I did not truly appreciate
the value of a degree and I saw a diploma as being a mere piece of paper hanging on the wall. I
partially attribute this feeling to the way education is advocated now a days. With that being
said, education is no longer seen as a right but instead as a privilege for few.
Upon returning from my study abroad - in France - I started to ask myself what do I desire?
My mind was immediately drifted to the deepest memories of my youth when I discovered a
growing interest in the field of physics. At those days, my father gifted me with a physics
textbook that sparkled my on-growing interest in science. My first rendezvous with science
built the necessary cognition to sustain the idea that I should pursue a higher education and
not limit myself to the erroneous vision some have of a diploma.
It devastates me to see people that had the privilege to experience education not appreciate
it. As my father used to say, great books are our best friends because they do not lie to
us. With this research, I sincerely hope to bequeath the relevance of natural ventilation and
motivate you to learn at your own risk.
Today, I feel comfortable enough to contest my earliest thoughts, take the learning attained,
and infer that I desire a career where I will be seen as a reference in my field. I foresee a career
that goes back to the essence of engineering and uses the principles of mathematics, physics,
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and computer programming to solve problems that relate to society.
After seven years of superior education, coupled with a diverse life baggage, I have solidified
my perspective on education. Education is indeed what you aspire it to be. I recall oftenly
hearing voices in my mind saying that the student makes the university. It is completely up
to us, students, to make the most out of this opportunity. Today, I complete my Master of
Science in Mechanical Engineering and behind a diploma hanging on the wall I see years of
dedication, effort, and nourishment of critical thinking.
I would like to dedicate this work to my parents - Gersio Beux Mutti and Mirian Alfaia
Mutti - who are the cornerstone of my life and the true people responsible for my success.
Without their support and strength I would not be able to be here today defending this work
and graduating with a Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering. I would also like to thank
my entire family (i.e. grandmother, aunts, uncle, and cousin) for challenging me on a regular
basis to explore difficult roads, never take problems personal, and resist the temptation to quit.
Last, but not least, I would like to quote Jim Morrison and extend my gratitude to my close
friends for giving me the total freedom to be myself.
Atenciosamente,
Lucas Raphael Alfaia Mutti
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ABSTRACT
Adaptation of vernacular building strategies, such as those encountered in Harran, Turkey
could provide agreeable comfortable levels under high ambient temperatures. As widely known,
buildings are accounted for consuming approximately 40% primary energy. This research aims
to sustain the underlying premise that comfortable temperatures can be reached through nat-
ural ventilation. This thesis proposes: [1] the development of a comprehensive 1D building
energy model for the Harran house during summer month of July and [2] a flow field analysis
to ascertain the impacts of a brick and smooth domed internal surface during the winter month
of March.
The motivation of this project lies in understanding how buoyancy and wind-driven natural
ventilation coupled with the effects of thermal mass provide agreeable thermal indoor condi-
tions under diverse outside climate conditions of high solar radiation, high wind speeds and low
precipitation levels. We develop a building energy model specifically oriented for the Harran
houses that take into account the effects of several physical phenomena including: buoyancy and
wind driven natural ventilation, thermal mass, short-wave and long-wave radiation, conduction,
convection, wind thermal energy, and geometry in a uniform temperature zone. The developed
building model, serves as a tool to project how external and internal surface temperatures oscil-
late based on measured outside air temperature and uniform house temperature. Results show
that numerical results reveal proximity to experimental measurements and through sensitivity
analysis optimized values for wall thickness and surface roughness are computed based on heat
flux.
Along these lines, this thesis assesses the influence of building design parameters in order to
optimize comfortable temperatures within the Harran domed houses. Precisely, temperature
and velocity fields are studied for a layered open-faced brick dome. The numerical stability
and high accuracy of the SST k-ω turbulence model suits well this case study due to the high
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incoming velocity jets through the dome openings. A computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
conjugate-heat transfer case was designed in OpenFOAM based on boundary conditions mea-
sured on site. For the purposes of this research, experiments were conducted in a section of a
Harran domed house and validated with numerical simulations. Simulations show very close
similarities between the numerical and experimental data.
11. INTRODUCTION
Sustainable building design practices have become a key goal for architects and building
service engineers due to global climate change and diminished fossil fuel resources. The United
States have a plurality of climates ranging from hot and arid, to continental and sub-tropical
regions. Thus, serving as an ideal scenario for the application of sustainable strategies such as
natural ventilation in order to reduce the use of non-renewable resources and reduce carbon
emissions. These climate similarities can be observed by comparing the southern Turkish city
of Harran with the southwestern states of Nevada and New Mexico. Similarities include dry
hot summers for the Harran region, humid continental climate with warm summers for New
Mexico, and a hot desert climate for Nevada. During summer and winter periods all three
regions share similar range of 10 to 13 daylight hours.
In building design, flow field analysis serves as a key feature to design energy efficient
buildings that guarantee thermal comfort and indoor air quality while relying on minimum
mechanical ventilation. The overall view of this study is to identify major energy efficient
strategies pertaining to building design, in the Harran domed houses, for further applicability
in the states of Nevada and New Mexico. The major characteristic of the Harran domed
houses is its structure made out of mud-bricks and stones due to local material scarcity. The
intriguing structure of the houses helps guarantee comfortable temperatures during hot and
cold periods by simply relying on the principle of natural ventilation, thermal mass, and day
and night temperature patterns. Yet, since airflow in HVAC applications adopts a turbulent
profile careful attention must be given while selecting the most accurate turbulence model.
Furthermore, this leads to the question of how does turbulent airflow and internal surface
affect thermal comfort?
Harran houses were quickly built with bricks, stone, and mud due to the local scarcity
2of building materials - like timber for covering roofs - and harsh climatic conditions. For a
thorough understanding of Harran’s history, the reader is encouraged to consult Ozdeniz et.
al. (1998) (1).
Natural ventilation systems operate on the foundation of air being displaced from a high
to a low-pressure zone through two approaches: buoyancy (i.e. stack ventilation) and wind-
driven cross ventilation. The first approach, buoyancy, occurs due to the difference between air
temperature with hot air rising. The second approach, wind-driven cross ventilation, relies on
wind-based air pressure differentials with air moving from high to low pressure zones.
The effect of ventilation contributes to the formation of temperature stratification inside the
house caused by the presence of various air openings and house geometry. Cooler air, primarily
caused by wind forces, enters through the inlet and blends with the remaining internal air.
Consequently, with the increase of air temperature hot air rises and exits through the dome.
The Harran houses have various air openings at different height levels and an orifice on
the top of the dome. Therefore, it is very important for us to understand through sensitivity
analysis what are the most relevant parameters involved. Since this thesis focuses on the study
of the Harran houses, a major emphasis will be given to the analysis of stack effect ventilation.
1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are to:
(1) develop a comprehensive 1D building energy model that takes into account the effects
of: buoyancy and wind driven natural ventilation, thermal mass, short-wave and long-
wave radiation, conduction, convection, wind thermal energy, and geometry in a uniform
temperature zone;
(2) ascertain the impacts of a brick corbelled internal surface, through experimental vali-
dation, on indoor air temperature at the Harran domed houses based on the SST k-ω
turbulence model; and
31.2 Contributions
The major contributions of this research include the:
(1) development a comprehensive 1D building energy model to understand the impact of
natural ventilation of the Harran domed houses;
(2) optimization of design through sensitivity analysis by quantifying how wall thickness and
roughness impact surface temperature and heat flux; and
(3) construction of a CFD conjugate heat transfer model to understand the impact of natural
ventilation on the Harran domed houses and experimental validation of the SST k-ω
turbulence model;
1.3 Authorship
This thesis is a compilation of two different papers:
(1) A building energy model of the Harran houses: exploring coupled effects
of natural ventilation and thermal mass. Lucas Mutti, Erdal Yildirim, Zeynel
Firatoglu, Ulrike Passe, and Baskar Ganapathysubramanian
(2) A flow field numerical model for a brick corbelled internal surface at the
Harran houses in southern Turkey. Lucas Mutti, Erdal Yildirim, Augusto Souza,
Zeynel Firatoglu, Ulrike Passe, and Baskar Ganapathysubramanian.
42. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A set of scholars have studied the fluid mechanics of natural ventilation and contributed to
the development of building energy models. Etheridge and Sandberg (1984) (2) and Foster and
Down (1987) (3) have studied the effects of natural convective ventilation in livestock buildings.
A nondimensional model was proposed to help identify major parameters that cause natural
ventilation. Linden and Simpson (1985) (4) proposed the replication of a multi-dimensional
study of natural ventilation airflows. Their study relied on the use of water tanks and dissolved
salts through doors in order to visualize the effects of buoyancy driven flow.
Multiple adapted building energy models have been developed to account for other sources
of heat. Zhang et al. (1989) (5) proposed a steady-state numerical model that would solve for
the inside temperature and ventilation rate for a swine finishing barn. The model accounted
for outside temperature, wind speed and direction, opening sizes, building configuration, and
other operating conditions. Li (2000) (6) derives the solution for an airflow and thermal strat-
ification single-zone building with buoyancy-driven ventilation and thermal radiation between
surfaces. Li and Delsante (2001) (7) developed analytical solutions for natural ventilation flow
rates and air temperatures in a single-zone building without thermal mass, but with two air
openings. Andersen (2003) (8) develops a mathematical model for a steady-state problem where
he proposes an analytical solution for natural ventilation across a house with two openings.
Bas¸aran (2010) (9) has investigated the thermal performance of the Harran houses during
winter and summer conditions. Through the use of experimental and numerical techniques
his results show a revealing high comfort level. Bas¸aran (2011) (10) has assessed the thermal
performance of a Harran house complex under extreme summer conditions from the nighttime
of July 15th 2008 until early morning of July 19th 2008. In his study, he experimentally
obtained values for the: temperature variations inside and outside of the domed house, inside
5and outside relative humidity, temperature variations at dome’s different levels, inside and
outside surface temperature variations, and the rate of energy transport by inlet and outlet air,
and heat transfer from and to the inside sections from the surface of the walls.
However, the presented building energy models do not take into account the combination
of the effects of buoyancy and wind driven natural ventilation, thermal mass, short wave and
long wave radiation, conduction, convection wind energy, and geometry. Therefore, this study
proposes an unprecedented numerically validated comprehensive building energy model that is
of great use for evaluating boundary conditions for CFD simulations.
Considerable amount of work has been carried out applying CFD to model indoor environ-
ment flow fields, turbulence, and gas contaminants. Also, a substantial amount of research has
been conducted on modeling ventilated spaces with different ceiling configuration and imple-
menting different turbulence models.
The first CFD modeling of indoor spaces using two-equation models was done by Nielsen et
al. (1978) (1979) (11) (12) for a 2D case. He used the standard k- model in order to analyze
air distribution in a ventilated zone. With the increase of computational performance, Gosman
et al. (1980) (13) developed a 3D model using the standard k- model to study air distribution
in a ventilated isothermal zone. Following his work, re-normalized group k- models started
to arise and gain popularity during late 1980s and early 1990s. Kurabuchi et al. (1989) (14)
extended the work by incorporating the effects of natural and forced convection by using the
standard k- model. Murakami et al. (1980) (15) used the standard k- model to solve for the
velocity fields in a 3D a ventilated zone.
With the increasing popularity of different eddy-viscosity models, Chen (1995) (1996) (16) (17)
compared how five different k- and three Reynolds-stress models perform in a ventilated
space. The two equation models considered by Chen (1995) (16) include: standard k-ε, a
Low-Reynolds-Number k-, two-layer k-, and a RNG k- model. Please refer to Table 1 and 2
of Chen et al. (2007) (18) for a better understanding of the unique features pertaining to each
model. Kindagen et al. (1997) (19) introduced the use of numerical simulation to understand
the impact of air motion in building with ten different roof shapes for five wind directions
(0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 ◦). Prianto and Depecker (2002) (20) have utilized numerical codes in
6order to investigate airflow behavior in architectural structures. A case study based off on a
two storey building in Cayenne, Guyana, France, and Indonesia is proposed to inquire thermal
comfort on open design structures with multiple balcony configuration.
Wu and Gebremedhim (2001) (21) applied the standard k- two equation model to study the
airflow in a ventilated zone with cows accurately and stochastically positioned. Furthermore,
Gebremedhin and Wu (2003) (22) compared five different turbulent models and predicted heat
exchange in a ventilated zone by stochastically positioned cows. Srebric and Chen (2002) (23)
proposes a step-by-step manual for verifying, validating, and reporting CFD simulations for an
office space with mechanical ventilation. Gao and Chow (2005) (24) used the k- turbulence
model to simulate airflow around a cube and referred to existing literature to validate projec-
tions. Stamou and Katsiris (2006) (25) suggests the application of the SST k-ω turbulence
model for modeling an office ventilated space and compare results to the k-, RNG k-, and the
laminar model. Nguyen and Reiter (2011) (26) tested the accuracy of RNG k- while checking
for six different ceiling configuration and its effects on thermal comfort.
73. NUMERICAL MODELING
”An expert is a person who has made all the mistakes that
can be made in a very narrow field.”
– Niels Bohr
3.1 Geometry
As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the Harran houses are domed structures that are grouped in
order to reduce the exposed surface area and consequently minimize solar-heat gain. An on-
site visit was organized by joint efforts between Iowa State University and Harran University
on February 25th 2014. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1 the combination of each cell represent one
Harran domed house.
Figure 3.1 Visited domed houses in Harran, Turkey.
The domes, built on top of the masonry base, are made of mud-bricks and joined by black
8sand mortar. On top of the dome, there is an opening that characterizes the houses. For
modeling and simulation purposes the dome was considered to be equivalent to a hexagonal
pyramid. Such approximation allows us to understand the impact of curved structures and
how to guarantee acceptable thermal conditions during diverse conditions.
The representation of the visited space is illustrated as a house plan in Fig. 3.2. The two
studied zones of the domed house were Room 1 and 2. The justification lying behind the
decision of these rooms, respectively labeled as Kitchen and Datalogger rooms, range from
physical to financial explanations. For instance, the advantage of selecting Room 1 and 2 lies
on the fact that surface number 10 faces east and therefore the air openings on the dome receive
incident short and long-wave radiation. The second reason justifying the analysis of Room 1
and 2 is the encountered limitation of resources while obtaining experimental data.
Figure 3.2 Projection drawing of inspected house plan in Harran, Turkey.
In order to measure boundary conditions, temperatures were measured at surfaces number
9, 10, 11, and 12. Furthermore, the obtained measurements for surfaces 9 and 11 were shifted
to the southern and eastern walls of Room 1 and 2 in order to symmetrically account for the
9boundary conditions at those surfaces. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.3 illustrate how the CAD models
incorporated the influence of bricks.
Figure 3.3 3D drawing of Room 1 and 2 (Kitchen and Datalogger) for a rough interior surface
with bricks in Harran, Turkey.
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Figure 3.4 Inside view of Room 1 (Kitchen) for a brick domed surface in Harran, Turkey.
The structure represent a 60 ◦ dome inclination with brick internal surface. Room 1 and
2 have a base dimension of 3 x 3.3 m2 and floor to dome height distances of 4.30 m and 3.75
m. Due its irregularity, each room has air openings placed at different locations. For instance,
Room 1 has a total of seven square openings of 14 x 14 cm2 where five are located on the east
side and two on the north side. On the east side, three air openings are adjacently designed
with a floor to opening distance of 220 cm and two at 355 cm. On the north side, two air
openings are adjacently designed with a floor to opening height of 330 cm. Similarly, Room 2
has a total of four rectangular openings of 15 x 17 cm2 where two are adjacently designed on
the north and south sides at a ground to opening distance of 260 cm and 267 cm. On the top of
the dome, Room 1 and 2 have an opening diameter of 10 cm and 20 cm and a dome thickness
of 22 cm. In order to account for the influence of the surface roughness in the geometry ten
bricks were measured and averaged as 4 x 22 x 7 cm3 (length, width, and height). Lastly, the
door thickness of Room 1 and 2 is of 63 cm and 57 cm.
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3.2 Comprehensive 1D Building Energy Model
In the study of heat and mass transfer, it is usual to discuss the influence of three mech-
anisms of heat transfer: conduction, convection, and radiation. It occurs that most problems
in nature result as a combination of the effects of all three modes; therefore, it is crucial to
develop an understanding of how modes interact. Energy is exchanged through conduction in
solid bodies that experience a temperature gradient. The law of conduction originates from
Biot’s experimental observation (27); however, is attributed to Joseph Fourier mathematical
formulation to describe the analytical theory of heat:
q” = −k∇T (3.1)
where q” represents the heat flux per unit area [W/m2], k the thermal conductivity of the
medium [W/m-K], and T is the temperature [K]. Convective heat transfer occurs primarily in
fluids due to the effect of diffusion and advection. For analysis of ventilated spaces, natural
and forced convection are the major actors due the indoor and temperature difference and the
influences of wind and wall roughness:
q” = h(Tsurf − Tfluid) (3.2)
where q” represents the heat flux per unit area [W/m2], h the convective heat flux coefficient
[W/m2-K], and (Tsurf - Tfluid) is the temperature difference between the surface and the
fluid [K]. Radiative heat transfer, commonly referred as thermal radiation, is transmitted as
electromagnetic waves by bodies at given temperatures:
q” = σT 4 (3.3)
where q” represents the emissive heat flux per unit area [W/m2],  is the real body emissivity
(0 <  < 1), σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67 x 10−8 [W/m2-K4], and T is the temperature
of the medium [K].
The first law of thermodynamics justifies the interaction between energy and matter between
the house and the surroundings. Two control volumes are considered for the development of the
12
transient building energy model. Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 illustrate the two different studied control
volumes: house (open system) and wall (closed system). For the purposes of this research, the
building energy model will be tested for the summer month of July.
3.2.1 Assumptions
Harran houses have different number of air openings. For the purposes of the comprehensive
1D building energy model, a single house cell model with two air openings at adjacent walls
and defined properties, Table 3.1, has been considered as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The model
considers the influence of heat transfer across the wall and the house by relating two equations
with two unknowns.
Also, temperature stratification and the effect of mud on the walls have not been taken into
account while developing the building energy model. The outside ground is not considered as
a heat sink and no infiltration across the walls is assumed. Furthermore, since the analysis is
held for the summer term it is assumed that diffusive horizontal insolation is equivalent to 10%
of global horizontal insolation.
Ambient and internal house temperatures were measured during three days by Bas¸aran
(2011) (10) for the month of July, 2008 and averaged into a 24 hr period. Similarly, horizontal
solar insolation and wind speed values were averaged for the summer period of 2013. We
believe that the approach taken is considerably safe since 5 years is a relatively short period
of time for climate modeling. Hence, a trend is expected between experimental and numerical
results. Based on this foundation, numerical results are not expected to necessarily match
experimental data. Therefore, the most important parameter of comparison should be to
qualitatively determine if the experimental and numerical trends match.
3.2.2 First Control Volume: The House
The energy balance of an open system can be represented by the 1st Law of Thermody-
namics, where the rate of change within the control volume must be equal to the sum of rate
of change of heat inputted to the system plus the amount of work done by the system into
the surroundings. This translates into the sum of the short and long-wave radiation into the
13
Figure 3.5 Schematic of the Harran house
Table 3.1 Thermo-physical properties and geometry of the Harran house.
Thermophysical Properties
Heat Transfer Mode Definition Value
Radiation
Wall and dome construction material emissivity  = 0.90
Wall and dome construction material absorptivity α = 0.63
Conduction
Thermal conductivity of stone k = 1.144 W/m-K
Specific heat of stone cp = 1224.8 J/kg-K
Thermal conductivity of mud-brick k = 0.372 W/m-K
Density of stone ρ = 1920 kg/m3
Specific heat of mud-brick cp = 972.9 J/kg-K
Density of mud-brick ρ = 2000 kg/m3
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house from the environment, the conduction and long-wave radiation coming through the wall
and the dome, coupled with the thermal, kinematic, and potential effects. Since there is no
exchange rate of work from the control volume to the environment the term may be neglected:
Figure 3.6 Schematic of house as a control volume.
˙Ehouse = ˙Qsw−house+ ˙Qlw−house+ ˙Qcond+ ˙Qlw−surf+m˙
[
(hin−hout)+1
2
(v2c−inlet−v2c−outlet)+g(yin−yout)
]
(3.4)
where hin represents the enthalpy at the inlet [kJ/kg], hout represents the enthalpy at the
outlet [kJ/kg], vc−inlet represents the inlet flow jet air velocity [m/s], vc−outlet represents the
outlet flow jet air velocity [m/s], yin represents the distance from ground to mid-inlet, and yout
represents the distance from ground to mid-outlet.
The next five equations are used to expand each designated term:
˙Ehouse = ρaircp−airVhouse
dThouse
dt
(3.5)
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˙Qcond = −kdome(Adome −Ac−outlet) + kwall(Awall −Ac−inlet)
(Tout − Tin
∆x
)
(3.6)
where ρ air represents the ambient air density [kg/m
3], cp−air represents the specific heat
of air [kJ/kg-K], Vhouse represents the volume of the house [m
3], Thouse represents the internal
house temperature [K], k represents the thermal conductivity of the wall material [W/m-K],
∆x represents the surface thickness [m], and A represents the surface areas of each respective
region [m2].
Careful attention must be taken while solving for parameters like the incoming short-wave
radiation striking the inside of the house. Since the surfaces are placed at 60 and 90 de-
grees, measured solar horizontal insolation must be converted into solar vertical insolation as
thoroughly explained in the appendix of this thesis. Terms are expanded as follows:
˙Qsw−house = [Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet](αsurfItot−vert−insol−wall + αsurfItot−surf−insol−dome) (3.7)
where α represents wall and dome material absorptivity and I the solar insolation [W/m2].
The incoming long-wave radiation into the house occurs due to the difference between the air
and house temperatures. Similarly, a second term is also considered for the incoming long-wave
radiation due to the temperature difference between the walls and the house. For simplification
purposes the accumulated view factor, F, is considered to be equivalent to 1.0 for both cases.
˙Qlw−house = (Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet)σ[T 4air − T 4house](Ftot) (3.8)
˙Qlw−surf = [Adome +Awall − (Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet)]σ[T 4in − T 4house](Ftot) (3.9)
By approximating air as an ideal gas, the enthalpy difference may be rewritten as the prod-
uct between the specific heat of air and the temperature differential. As Andersen (2003) (8)
suggests, internal friction work generated by air in an opening must be considered when de-
composing the enthalpy term. For the purposes of this research wf is also set equivalent to 0.2
kJ/kg.
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Figure 3.7 Schematic the house surfaces as a control volume.
˙Ehouse = ˙Qsw−house + ˙Qlw−house + ˙Qcond + ˙Qlw−surf (3.10)
+m˙
[
cp−air(Tair − Thouse) + wf + 12(v2c−inlet − v2c−outlet) + g(yin − yout)
]
It is clear that most of the parameters may be easily computed with the exception of the
kinematic components. Thus, in order to estimate the velocities we must consider how buoyancy
and wind affect mass conservation across the control volume as covered in section 3.2.4.
3.2.3 Second Control Volume: The Surfaces
Consider the second control volume to be taken around the surfaces of the house. Assuming
there is no infiltration in the structure, it is safe to consider the control volume as a closed
system. With that being said, the only terms to be considered should be the heat gain and
losses and the accumulated energy in the surfaces. The heat gain terms include the short and
long-wave radiation coupled with the convective heat transfer. The heat loss terms include the
long-wave radiation and effects of convection leaving the wall.
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E˙ = ˙Qsw−house + ˙Qlw−surf
′
+ ˙Qconv − ˙Qlw−house′ − ˙Qconv−house (3.11)
The energy stored in the wall and dome will be an ordinary differential equation that will
further be discretized in time by using the finite difference method and solved by using the
properties of wall and dome.
E˙ = ρcpV
dT
dt
(3.12)
Similar to the previous control volume, a short-wave radiation term will be computed for
incident vertical solar insolation striking the outer wall surface.
˙Qsw−house = [Adome +Awall − (Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet)](αsurfItot−insol−wall + αsurfItot−insol−dome)
(3.13)
Another module of heat gain incident to the external wall surface is the convection heat
transfer due to the natural and forced convection; whereas heat loss is due to the effect of
natural convection only. Walton (28) suggests that empirical formulations hold for different
inclinations. The terms can be expanded as:
˙Qconv = [Adome +Awall − (Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet)] (3.14)(
1.31|Tair − Tout| 13 + 2.537WfRf
( Pdome+Pwall−(Pinlet+Poutlet)
Adome+Awall−(Ac−inlet+Ac−outlet)Vwind
) 1
2
)
(Tin − Thouse)
where P represents the perimeter of the designated surface [m]. Lastly, one must consider
how will the surface temperature be influenced by the effects of the long-wave radiation striking
the surfaces and the heat loss going into the house. Similar to the previous control volume, the
accumulated view factor is considered to be equivalent to 1.0.
˙Qlw−surf ′ = [Adome +Awall − (Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet)]σ[T 4air − T 4out](Ftot) (3.15)
˙Qlw−house′ = [Adome +Awall − (Ac−inlet +Ac−outlet)]σ[T 4in − T 4house](Ftot) (3.16)
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3.2.4 Estimating Velocities
In the case where adjacent natural ventilation is driven by buoyancy and wind forces an
overall pressure differential term must be considered. According to the ASHRAE Fundamentals
(1993) (29) pressure distribution must be categorized as hydrostatic and wind pressure.
The opening orifice at the top of the dome serves as an exhaust for hot air whereas the
adjacent openings allow air to circulate across the interior space. Since this paper analyzes the
impact of buoyancy and wind acting at the Harran houses, the total pressure across an opening
must be expanded as the sum of the buoyancy and wind driven pressure differentials. Larsen
(2006) (30) thoroughly explains how to mathematically obtain the pressure differential terms
for wind and buoyancy. For the purpose of this investigation, the values of Cp−windward and
Cp−leeward will be assumed as 0.8 and - 0.3 and the equations can be expanded as:
∆P = ∆Pwind + ∆Pbuoyancy (3.17)
∆P =
1
2
(Cp,windward − Cp,leeward)ρairV 2wind + ρairgH1
Thouse − Tair
Tair
(3.18)
where ∆P represents the pressure difference [Pa], Vwind represents the outside velocity of
the wind [m/s], g represents the gravity [m/s2], and H1 represents the distance from ground to
the neutral plane [m].
Etheridge et al. (1996) (31) mathematically provide a general way of solving for the volu-
metric flow rate across an opening. The general expression can be formulated by relating the
pressure difference [Pa] to the area of the opening A [m2] and the discharge coefficient CD. The
value of the discharge coefficient lies between 0.6 and 0.75 for windows. The general expression
may then be expanded into a volumetric flow rate for the control volume under the influence
of buoyancy and wind effects. For the purposes of this research, the dome opening will be
approximated as rectangular surface.
q = CDA
√
2|∆P |
ρ
(3.19)
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qwind+buoyancy = CDA
√
2
∣∣1
2(Cp,windward − Cp,leeward)ρairV 2wind + ρairgH1 Thouse−TairTair
∣∣
ρ
(3.20)
Also known as the zero pressure point, the neutral plane represents the point where inside
air pressure equals outside air pressure. The position of the neutral plane does not depend on
the amount of airflow that comes into or leaves the house. One must consider while solving for
the exact distance, between the air opening and the neutral plane, the physics behind natural
ventilation. With that being said, careful attention should be taken while solving the momen-
tum equation and incorporating the effects of buoyancy and wind. Andersen (2003) (8) does an
outstanding job deriving a mathematical theory for natural ventilation by thermal buoyancy
in one zone with uniform temperature as the title of his paper suggests. The taken approach
for this article considers the influence of buoyancy and wind-driven natural ventilation:
H1 =
H
1 + ( ρairρhouse )(
ψoutlet
ψinlet
)(
Ac−inlet
Ac−outlet )
2
(3.21)
H2 =
H
1 + (ρhouseρair )(
ψinlet
ψoutlet
)(
Ac−outlet
Ac−inlet )
2
(3.22)
where the ψ is the flow coefficient constant suggested to be equivalent to 1 for a frictionless
flow and H2 represents the distance from the neutral plane to the top of the house [m].
H1 +H2 =
H
1 + n2
+
H
1 + (1/n)2
= H (3.23)
n = (
ρhouse
ρair
)(
ψinlet
ψoutlet
)(
Ac−inlet
Ac−outet
)2 (3.24)
The location of the neutral plane varies with the configuration of the air openings and due
to the principle of buoyancy air will circulate from the bottom to the upper opening for an
internal house temperature higher than ambient.
From the continuity equation, the rate of mass change inside a control volume may be
neglected since the amount of air inflow is equivalent to the amount of air outflow.
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m˙in = ˙mout = m˙ (3.25)
ρairAc−inletvc−inlet = ρhouseAc−outetvc−outet (3.26)
The measured wind velocity reaches values high enough that make the incoming and exiting
airflow form similar to jets (8). Further, such consideration can be mathematically expressed
by decomposing the air openings area and the wind velocity by including a discharge coefficient
that couples the contraction and velocity coefficient due to the shape taken by the jets (8).
ρairCc−inletAinletCv−inletvinlet = ρhouseCc−outletAoutletCv−outletvoutlet (3.27)
ρairCD−inletAinletvinlet = ρhouseCD−outletAoutletvoutlet (3.28)
The mass balance terms of the equation may be expanded by the derived volumetric flow
rates at the two air openings and the velocities may be computed.
vc−inlet =
CD−inletAinlet
√
2
∣∣ 1
2
(Cp,windward−Cp,leeward)ρairV 2wind+ρairgH1
Thouse−Tair
Tair
∣∣
ρ
Cc−inletAinlet
(3.29)
vc−outlet =
CD−outletAoutlet
√
2
∣∣ 1
2
(Cp,windward−Cp,leeward)ρairV 2wind+ρairgH2
Thouse−Tair
Tair
∣∣
ρ
Cc−inletAinlet
(3.30)
As vastly described by Andersen (2003) (8), the atmosphere can be approximated as an
ideal gas and therefore have its pressure directly related to its temperature by the ideal gas law.
Such approximation eases the possibility of quantifying air density variations at air openings.
∆ρ = ρair
∆T
Thouse
= ρhouse
∆T
Tair
(3.31)
ρair = ρhouse
Thouse
Tair
(3.32)
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3.2.5 Numerical Implementation
The numerical approach taken to construct this building energy model is very simple. Es-
sentially this problem deals with two nonlinear equations with two unknowns. After discretizing
the differential terms, the equation is then solved implicitly for two time steps, i-1 and i, in
order to guarantee unconditional stability. The model was programmed in MATLAB and the
roots of the nonlinear equations were solved using the fzero solver.
The inside wall surface temperature is set equivalent to the inside house temperature in
order to serve as an initial condition. Similarly an initial guess is given to either surface
temperature. The solver computes the numerical residual at each time step until the code
converges. Further, the initial condition is then applied to the i-1 time step and the initial
guess to the ith time step. If the residual is less than the stipulated tolerance a solution will be
printed at every hour as illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Once the solution has converged for each time
step, the parameters of previous time steps, i-1, are overwritten by the result obtained by the
new time step, i.
Assuming that there is linear conduction across the surfaces:
T =
Tout + Tin
2
(3.33)
(Tout + Tin)
i − (Tout + Tin)i−1
2∆t
=
1
ρcpV
E˙i (3.34)
(Tout + Tin)
i − 2∆t
ρcpV
E˙i = (Tout + Tin)
i−1 (3.35)
From the first control volume we may rewrite the equations in terms of the outside temper-
ature at different times steps.
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Begin
Set an initial guess and condition
Calculate building loads
Solves for the numerical residue
r = 10−7
Solves for internal and external temperatures
Stop
yes
no
Figure 3.8 Building energy model algorithm.
T i−1out = T
i−1
in −
∆x
kA
˙Qcond
(i−1)
(3.36)
T iout = T
i
in −
∆x
kA
˙Qcond
i
(3.37)
3.3 Conjugate heat transfer governing equations
The concept of conjugate heat transfer serves as a mean to study the interaction between
conduction within a solid and convection within a fluid. The purpose of studying the effects of
conjugate heat transfer is to couple boundary conditions measured at the outer surfaces and
use to simulate the temperature and velocity fields across the house. Consequently, the fluid
equation solves for variables such as pressure, density, velocities, enthalpy, turbulent frequency,
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turbulent kinematic energy. Similarly, the solid equation solves for temperature, pressure, and
thermal conductivity in case it varies with respect to time.
For instance, consider a breeze blowing parallel to a solid surface during a cold day. At a
point proximate to the surface, one may expect the fluid temperature to be close to the tem-
perature of the solid surface. Whereas at a point away from the surface the fluid temperature
is anticipated to be equivalent to the ambient fluid temperature. Thus, a temperature field
variation can be identified for a fluid in motion. The distance between the variation of the solid
temperature and the fluid bulk temperature is defined as the thermal boundary layer thickness.
The conservation laws for the fluid can be expanded for the continuity, momentum, and energy
equations:
∂ρf
∂t
+∇ · (ρf~v) = 0 (3.38)
∂ρf~v
∂t
+∇ · (ρf~v~v) +∇p = ρf ~f +∇ · τ (3.39)
∂ρfE
∂t
+∇ · (ρfE~v) = ρf ~f · ~v +∇ · (τ · ~v)−∇(kf∇Tf ) (3.40)
where ρf represents the fluid’s density [kg/m
3], t the time [s], v the velocity of the flow
[m/s], p the pressure [N/m2], f the body forces acting on the flow [N/kg], τ the shear stress
[N/m2], E the energy of the flow [J/kg], kf the conductivity of the fluid [W/m-K], and Tf the
temperature of the fluid [K].
For the solid, the heat transfer equation can be stated as:
ρscp−s
∂Ts
∂t
= Qs −∇(ks∇Ts) (3.41)
where ρs represents the solid’s density [kg/m
3], cp−s the specific heat of the solid [J/kg-K],
Qs the internal heat source [W/m
3], kf the thermal conductivity of the solid [W/m-K], and Ts
the temperature of the solid surface [K].
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From an analytical standpoint, there are three types of boundary conditions to solve a
conjugate heat transfer problem: Dirichlet, von Neumann, and Robin where Tn is any given
temperature [K].
Dirichlet Boundary Condition
T = Tn (3.42)
von Neumann Boundary Condition
∂T
∂xj
= Tn (3.43)
Robin Boundary Condition
− k∂Tsurf
∂xj
= h(Tsurf − Tfluid) (3.44)
Nonetheless, since this paper aims to validate experimental results additional explanation
will be provided under section 3.3.4 on the implementation of boundary conditions.
3.3.1 Implementation of the algorithm
There are various well established tools that calculate the 3D flow fields and heat transfer
by solving the continuity, momentum, and energy equations. We decide to rely on OpenFOAM
instead of other commercial softwares due to its escalating reliability and no monetary costs.
The chosen solver, chtMultiRegionFoam, solves transient conjugate heat transfer problems by
coupling heat transfer from the solid region to the fluid region.
OpenFOAM, an object-oriented open source software programmed in C++, uses the Finite
Volume Method (FVM) to numerically solve the transport equation. The FVM strategy is to
divide the mesh into discrete control volume of length ∆xj . Then, the governing equations are
integrated over each control volume where convective and diffusive terms are transformed into
surface integrals through the Gauss Divergence Theorem:
∂(ρφ)
∂t
+∇ · (ρφ~U) = ∇ · (Γ∇φ) + S (3.45)
∫
CV
∂(ρφ)
∂t
dV +
∫
CV
∇ · (ρφ~U)dV =
∫
CV
∇ · (Γ∇φ)dV +
∫
CV
SdV (3.46)
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where the terms on the left hand side of the transport equation, Eq. 3.45, represents the
temporal derivative and the convective term. The terms on the right hand side represent the
diffusive and source term where ρ is the density, ~U is the velocity, φ is the flow property, Γ is
the diffusive coefficient, and S is the source term.
The principle behind the chtMultiRegionFoam solver lies on meshing a structure which con-
tains solids and fluids and breaking it into different entities. Each entity is assigned different
thermophysical properties based on its solid and fluids materials, boundary conditions, and nu-
merical schemes. OpenFOAM allows the implementation of three different coupling approach
in order to define the interface between the solid and fluid: solidWallTemperatureCoupled ,
solidWallHeatFluxTemperature, and solidWallHeatFluxTemperatureCoupled . It goes beyond
the scope of this article to explain the development of the chtMultiRegionFoam solver. There-
fore, the solidWallTemperatureCoupled coupling approach is considered. For more detailed
information please refer to OpenFOAM’s handbook (32).
The solver allows the implementation of radiation and multiple turbulence models, and uses
the data retrieved from each region as boundary conditions to the remainder of the domain. The
PIMPLE algorithm solves unsteady problems for the momentum, energy, pressure difference
and continuity equation in the fluid and the heat conduction equation in the solid regions. The
PIMPLE algorithm serves as a combination of the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-
Linked Equations) and the PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators) algorithms.
The SIMPLE algorithm, proposed by Patanker and Spalding (1972) (33), is widely used by
commercial CFD packages to solve for steady-state problems. Its essence lies on guessing and
correcting pressure values across the computational domain. This iterative solver simultane-
ously computes the velocity and pressure fields based on given boundary conditions. At every
iteration, the non-linear effects of velocity are solved from the momentum equation further
used to compute uncorrected mass fluxes at faces. These velocity values obtained from the
momentum equation are used to solve the pressure correction equation. In order to guarantee
convergence, the pressure field is re-calculated based on an under-relaxed pressure factor and
updates the boundary pressure conditions. Finally, the new stabilized pressure field updates
the mass fluxes across the cell faces and solves for new cell velocities.
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The PISO algorithm, proposed by Issa (1985) (34), is used to solve transient applications
of the Navier-Stokes equation. The iterative predictor-corrector algorithm solves pressure and
velocity values across the computational domain. First, an initial guess for pressure and small
time-steps are used to solve for and minimize the non-linear velocity field component in the
momentum equation. Based on the computed value, mass fluxes at the cell faces are calculated
and used to solve the pressure equation. However, since the obtained velocities may not satisfy
the continuity equation a correction vector for the pressure and velocity fields are defined.
Finally, these corrected values are then reused to solve for the momentum equation and the
mass fluxes at the cell faces.
The PIMPLE algorithm serves as a combination of the SIMPLE and PISO algorithm and
is used to solve transient compressible cases. At every time-step, the PIMPLE and PISO loops
are solved for to minimize the non-linear effects of the velocity in the Navier-Stokes equation
due to compressibility. The structure of the algorithm is very similar to the ones previously
described. Based on initial guesses and boundary conditions, the non-linear velocity field is
solved and used to calculate the energy equation. Furthermore, the predictor-corrector scheme
of the PISO algorithm loops until adequate pressure and velocity values are obtained. These
values are then used to recalculate the non-linear effects of velocity and the energy conservation
equation until the residuals are minimized at every time-step. For a pictorial understanding of
the PIMPLE algorithm please consult Aguerre et al. (2013) (35). The discretization schemes
and solver parameters used in OpenFOAM are referred in Table 3.2.
3.3.2 SST (sheer stress transport) k-ω turbulence model
A considerable amount of research has been conducted in the field of turbulence serving as
an attempt to categorize the different applications of each model. For a flow to be considered
turbulent, fluid motion must be highly random, unsteady, and three-dimensional. A classical
example treated in the study of turbulence is the consideration of air flow striking a flat plate.
When the incoming stream encounters the plate a boundary layer begins to develop which
leads to the development of a chaotic behavior in the fluid field. This behavior, measured by
the Reynolds number, shows the transition from a laminar profile to a fully tubulent. Most
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fluids considered in engineering applications can be treated as Newtonian hence having constant
viscosity varying with the shear rate. The complexity of the problem evolves when considering
the flow field variation with respect to time due to the turbulent scenario. As a matter of
fact, such complexity directly implies that careful attention must be given to the structure
being meshed in order to resolve for the small eddies in the flow. In order to numerically
solve for the turbulent profile, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) formulation is
proposed to account for the short timescales and oscillations that make the Navier-Stokes
equation unfeasible to be solved. Pope (2011) (36) serves as a profound source of reference for
an enhanced understanding of the fundamentals behind each model.
The rapid well-contained, highly diffusive, and multi-dimensional fluctuations lead to a
chaotic behavior of flow properties that complicates flow prediction. The velocity flow variable
is split into two terms in order to take into account time-averaged and fluctuations components:
ui(xi, t) = u¯i(xi, t) + u
′
i(xi, t) (3.47)
where
u¯i(xi, t) = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
ui(xi, t)dt (3.48)
xi represents the Cartesian coordinate in the x, y, and z axis and T stands for an averaged
time period larger than the measured time scale. At a certain spatial and temporal location,
for a given turbulent flow, the velocity field can be considered stochastic. If multiple samples
are considered an ensemble average must be carried out. Mathematically, it can be described
as the ratio of the velocity to the number of trials.
u¯i(xi, t) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
uni(xi, t) (3.49)
The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) formulation departs from the principle of
time-averaging the continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations.
∂u¯i
∂xi
= 0 (3.50)
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∂ρu¯i
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(
ρu¯iu¯j + ρu¯′iu¯
′
j
)
= − ∂p¯
∂xi
+ µ
∂
∂xj
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
(3.51)
The non-linear velocity, ρu¯′iu¯
′
j , term present in the RANS equation is called the turbulent
scalar flux. Since there are more variables than equations, this leads to a closure problem
and turbulence models approximations must be introduced. The turbulent stresses can be
approximated as an eddy-viscosity model:
ρu¯′iu¯
′
j = −µt
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
+
2
3
ρδijk (3.52)
where the following variables are represented by: air density, ρ, turbulent eddy viscosity,
µt, the Kronecker delta δij (δij =0 for i=j and δij =1 for i6=j), and the turbulent kinetic energy
k. The turbulent kinetic energy component and its transport equation can be expanded as:
k =
1
2
(u¯xu¯x + u¯yu¯y + u¯zu¯z) (3.53)
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρu¯jk) =
∂
∂xj
(
µ
∂k
∂xj
)
− ∂
∂xj
(ρ
2
u¯′j u¯
′
iu¯
′
i + p¯
′u¯′j
)
− ρu¯′iu¯′j
∂u¯i
∂xj
− µ
¯∂u′i
∂xk
¯∂u′i
∂xk
(3.54)
Furthermore, the turbulent diffusion of kinetic energy is expanded:
∂
∂xj
ρ
2
u¯′j u¯
′
iu¯
′
i ≈
µt
σk
∂k
∂xj
(3.55)
where σk represents the turbulent Prandtl number usually approximated to 1. Depending
on the type of closure problem being solved, two different turbulent viscous approximations
can be carried out:
µt = ρcp
k2

(3.56)
µt = ρcp
k
ω
(3.57)
where, , the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, ω, the turbulent frequency, and
cp is the specific heat of air. These turbulent models are called the k- and k-ω. The k-ω
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turbulence model was first proposed by Kolmogorov (1942) (37). The model studied proposed
two solutions that would solve the transport equations for a turbulent kinetic energy and
frequency ω (22). The main advantages of the k-ω model include: high overall performance
in transitory flows and numerical stability. On the other hand, it is sensitive to initial guesses
and boundary conditions.
As previously explained in section 3.1, there are multiple rectangular air openings at the
dome of Room 1 and Room 2. Furthermore, these openings serve to capture incoming high
velocity air jets that will spread across the house and form eddies when striking bricks. For such
application, the use of the SST k-ω model is more suitable due to its well observed behavior
converging results and low oscillation in residuals for problems that deal with jets.
The SST k-ω turbulence model has been increasingly more popular due to its flexibility
while switching from a k-ω by near-wall to a k- behavior for the rest of the flow. When
considering free-stream applications, the SST k-ω avoids the sensitivity issues encountered by
the k-ω turbulence model. According to Menter (1993) (38) the SST k-ω suits well applications
that exhibit high pressure gradients and tends to show convergence when solving near wall flows.
The models major weakness lies on its sensitivity while capturing turbulence levels in regions
with high acceleration.
3.3.3 Experimental data and thermophysical properties
The utilized equipment include: Kipp-Zonen for solar radiation (Fig. B.1), Thies for wind
speed (Fig. B.2), NRG 200p for wind direction (Fig. B.3), Campbell HC2S3 for temperature
and relative humidity (Fig. B.4), Campbell CR1000 for datalogging (Fig. B.5), type T ther-
mocouple (Fig. B.8) and 32 channels HIOKI 8422-51 Memory Hilogger (Fig. B.6) for recording
surface temperature measurement, and Testo 435 for indoor relative humidity and wind speed
in openings (Fig. B.7). Please refer to the Appendix for additional information on equipment
specification.
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3.3.4 Boundary conditions
The prescribed initial and boundary conditions were used to model the flow fields in the
Harran domed houses. The applied initial and boundary conditions for velocity and tempera-
ture were measured on site at 13h00. The velocities through the openings were measured on
February 25th and the temperature on March 4th 2014. As listed in Table 3.4 and illustrated
in Fig. 3.9 all velocities were measured at the air openings and pressure conditions were set to
calculate the dome opening exit velocities. These values were used to validate the numerical
results calculated by OpenFOAM for the inner surface temperature for a brick and non-brick
layered structure.
Figure 3.9 Numbering of air openings in Room 1 and 2 in Harran, Turkey.
The adopted conductive and radiative thermo-physical properties used while studying con-
jugate heat transfer across the Harran domed house are mentioned in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Thermo-physical properties used in OpenFOAM.
Parameter Value Units
Specific heat of air [cp] 1004.4 J/kg-K
Averaged specific heat of stone and mud-brick [cp ] 1189.6 J/kg-K
Dynamic viscosity of air [µ] 0.00001835 Pa-s
Prandtl number of air [Pr] 0.705 -
Turbulent thermal diffusivity of air [αt] 0.0000257 m
2/s
Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy [] 0.00368 W
Kinematic viscosity dissipation [νt] 0.00368 m
2/s
Turbulent frequency [ω] 0.12 Hz
Kinematic turbulent thermal conductivity [κt] 0.1 W/m-K
Thermal conductivity of stone [κ] 1.144 W/m-K
Turbulent kinematic energy [k] 0.00381 J
Averaged density of stone and mud-brick [ρ] 1932.9 kg/m3
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Table 3.4 Applied boundary conditions on the Harran houses
Surface Temperature [K] Velocity* [m/s]
Door 288.71 0
West 287.13 0
East 290.73 0
North 290.44 0
South 292.98 0
Room 1 - Dome 287.81 0
Room 2 - Dome 287.81 0
Air Opening 1 284.45 0.9
Air Opening 2 284.45 0.9
Air Opening 3 284.45 0.4
Air Opening 4 284.45 1.1
Air Opening 5 284.45 1.3
Air Opening 6 284.45 1.8
Air Opening 7 284.45 1.9
Air Opening 8 284.45 1.7
Air Opening 9 284.45 1.8
Air Opening 10 284.45 0.6
Air Opening 11 284.45 1
Room 1 - Dome Opening 283.15 Pressure condition
Room 2 - Dome Opening 291.17 Pressure condition
Internal Ground 289.36 0
Interface 288.49 0
*Note: An infinitesimal small velocity (i.e. 0.0001 m/s) must be set to
solve the transport equations for the SST k-ω turbulence model.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Comprehensive 1D Building Energy Model
Data gathering and modeling was accomplished in a joint effort between Harran University,
Turkey and Iowa State University, USA. As previously described, ambient and internal house
temperatures were measured in July 2008 by Bas¸aran (2011) (10) and averaged in a 24-hr
period. On the other hand, horizontal solar insolation and wind speed values were averaged
for the summer period of 2013 and utilized as a source of validation for the 24-hours prediction
model. The taken approach is considered to be safe because significant temperature oscillations
are not usually observed within 5 years. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the averaged measured temperatures
for a Harran house with multiple air openings.
Figure 4.1 Ambient and house temperatures measured in July 2008 and internal and external
surface temperatures measured in July 2013.
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As the experimental results indicate, there is a noticeable trend between the measured sur-
face temperatures. A smooth oscillation of air, house, and inside surface temperature opposed
to the outside surface temperature is noticed. The primary reason due to that would be the fact
the outside surface is being directly exposed to the displacement of the sun and the effects of
the solar insolation. The secondary reason is due to the fact that thermal and kinetic energies
are transferred from the wind after striking the outside wall surface.
The numerical results show that there is a clear correlation between the designed model
and the measured temperatures as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The model captures the effects of
wind driven and buoyancy however lacks the consideration of temperature stratification and
three dimensionality.
Figure 4.2 Comprehensive 1D building energy model for the Harran house.
Each mode of heat transfer contributes differently during a 24-hr period to the computed
values of internal and external surface temperatures. Table 4.1 shows the modes of heat transfer
that contribute to the energy balance of the comprehensive 1D building energy model. On the
overall, through an order of magnitude analysis, one may observe that the modes that contribute
the least are: short and long-wave radiation coming through the air openings and the convective
heat transfer leaving the internal surface into the house.
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Table 4.1 Order of magnitude to the power of 10 of different heat transfer modes during a
24-hr period.
Time Long-Wave Long-Wave Short-Wave Long-Wave Convection Convection
Air Openings House Wall Wall Outside Wall Inside Wall
1 -10 2 -10 3 3 2
2 -10 2 -10 2 3 1
3 1 2 -10 2 3 1
4 1 2 -10 2 2 1
5 1 2 -10 1 2 1
6 1 2 2 2 2 1
7 1 1 3 2 2 -10
8 1 1 3 2 2 -1
9 1 -10 3 2 3 1
10 1 1 3 2 3 -10
11 1 1 3 2 2 -10
12 1 1 3 2 2 -10
13 1 1 3 3 3 1
14 1 2 3 3 3 1
15 1 2 3 3 3 1
16 1 2 3 3 3 1
17 1 2 3 3 3 1
18 1 2 3 3 3 1
19 1 2 2 3 3 1
20 1 1 -10 3 3 1
21 1 1 -10 2 3 -10
22 1 1 -10 2 2 -10
23 1 1 -10 2 2 1
24 1 1 -10 2 2 1
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The developed tool is critical to understand how design parameters affect wall surface
temperature. The major difference between the experimental and the numerical data lies on
the chosen initial condition. This thesis particularly targets the impact of the wall thickness
and wall roughness. Walton (1983) (28) suggests that there are six types of wall roughness that
must be considered for forced convective scenarios. The values range from 1 to 6 with 1 being
a very rough surface (i.e. stucco) and 6 being a very smooth surface (i.e. glass). These two
parameters are of great importance because they are subjected to the designer’s preference.
Therefore, the contribution of this research goes beyond offering a comprehensive building
energy model but also proposing building design optimization through sensitivity analysis.
A range of values, between 55 cm and 60 cm, was chosen for further understanding of how
wall thickness may affect inside surface temperature. Fig. 4.3 shows a significant variation by
increasing the surface thickness from 55 cm to 60 cm while holding the wall roughness at 1. The
graph indicates that after the first temperature spike, surface thickness contribution decreases
until there is no major change. The justification of this behavior lies behind the high level of
nonlinear variables such as convection and long-wave heat transfer that massively impact the
numerical scheme.
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Figure 4.3 Internal surface temperature oscillation under the effect of multiple wall thick-
nesses.
The impact of increasing wall thickness can also be seen as an optimization tool to determine
how thick a surface should be. Fig. 4.4 indicates that for a surface thickness of 55 cm heat flows
only through one direction reflecting that heat is being absorbed by the houses during a 24-hr
period. However, an interesting behavior may be denoted once wall thickness is increased by 1
cm. The range of 56 cm to 60 cm offers minimum changing on the surface capability of storing
energy. One can observe a wide oscillation on stored wall energy by comparing early morning
with afternoon. This reflects that heat is traveling both ways during different parts of the day
due to the materials memory. Consequently, a thicker wall could even be disadvantageous since
the incoming heat flux would take longer time to reach the internal wall.
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Figure 4.4 Surface heat storage capacity determination under the influence of multiple wall
thicknesses.
Fig. 4.5 shows that more intense spikes are noticeable by varying the surface roughness.
There are two reasons that may justify the smoother effect. The first reason is that smooth
materials capture oscillating effects better due to its thermophysical properties, in particular
specific heat. The second reason is that the surface is exposed to the nonlinear convective heat
transfer caused by occasional forced ventilation.
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Figure 4.5 Outside wall temperature oscillation under the influence of multiple surface rough-
nesses based on the scale developed by Walton (28)
Similarly, there is a necessity in verifying the impact of convective heat transfer in order
to determine its effect in the internal surface temperature. The surface roughness coefficient
ranges from 1 to 6 with 1 being very rough (i.e. stucco) and 6 being very smooth (i.e. glass). By
increasing the surface roughness coefficient wider variations in the convective heat transfer are
noted. Such extreme oscillation can also be disadvantageous for the studied scenario since heat
would be leaving the surface at high rates. When considered a surface roughness coefficient of
1, Fig. 4.6 indicates a smaller oscillation in the incoming and exiting convective energy. For
most part of the time heat is moving towards the house instead of leaving and consequently
enhancing thermal comfort.
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Figure 4.6 Oscillation of convective heat transfer under the influence of multiple surface rough-
nesses based on the scale developed by Walton (28).
4.2 Flow Field Analysis
One of the objectives of this research is to ascertain the impacts of a brick domed internal
surface, through experimental validation, on indoor air temperature at the Harran domed
houses based on the SST k-ω turbulence model. This section aims to discuss the results
obtained from the CFD simulations conducted in OpenFOAM through the conjugate heat
transfer unsteady solver. Two relevant criteria will be used in order to analyze the conducted
simulations. The first includes the verification of the model through a mesh convergence analysis
in order to determine if the degrees of freedom end up converging to stable results. The second
includes the experimental validation of the case study.
The analysis of the current situation, based on on-site measurements, reflect data recorded
for a 24 hours period on on March 4th 2014 as illustrated in Fig 4.7. During early morning,
5 hrs, ventilative cooling decreases the interior room temperature. For most part of the day,
the temperature inside Room 1, remains quasi-steady if compared to Room 2 and outside tem-
perature. This is attributed to the influence short-wave radiation strikes the interior through
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the air openings and is absorbed by the wall surfaces further releasing heat through long-wave
radiation. This behavior is more expressive in Room 1 rather than in Room 2 due to the
presence of wider air openings that are directly proportional to short-wave radiation. Later
at night, 20 hrs, the solar radiation decreases and the outside air temperature overcomes the
internal temperatures.
Figure 4.7 Recorded temperature for the environment, Room 1, and Room 2 on March 4th
2014.
For the current structure we may estimate the overall effect on the ventilation configuration
by computing the air change per hour for data recorded from 13:40 to 14:40. Fig 4.8 shows
the calculated results for the number of times the entire indoor volume is replaced by air. It
is evident that ventilation reaches its peak approximately at 13:18 which is when the outside
temperature leaves its minimum value and reach a temperature 284.4 K. One may explain
this behavior by relating it to buoyancy. Consider that if approximating air as an ideal gas,
temperature and pressure can be directly related by the ideal gas law. Furthermore, the increase
in ambient temperature leads to a positive pressure differential which accelerates air up leading
to an increase in air circulation.
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Figure 4.8 Computed ACH of Room 1 and Room 2 on March 4th 2014.
4.2.1 Mesh Convergence Analysis
As a mean of verifying if the used numerical schemes converge to a stable result a residual
plot is referred as a checkpoint for every time step for both configurations. The model is
defined as stable when the degrees of freedom show no fluctuation over time and the stipulated
tolerances values are met. For the SST k-ω eight variables are studied for convergence: prgh
(pressure), rho (density), Uy (y-axis velocity), Ux (x-axis velocity), Uz (z-axis velocity), omega
(turbulence frequency term), h (enthalpy), and k (turbulent kinetic energy) as illustrated in
Fig. 4.9.
An assessment for measuring the numerical uncertainty of each simulation is conducted to
estimate the numerical error of the flow field vectors. A convergence study is conducted using
multiple sampled solutions from each simulation to determine the cost-effectiveness of mesh
refinement. The level of mesh refinements are of 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements.
The main parameters of interest for the flow field analysis are temperature and velocity. As
shown in Table 4.2, increasing mesh refinement by a factor of 2 does not significantly increase
the level of accuracy for temperature and velocity. However, since the relative error does not
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decrease for the velocity further refinement is necessary for convergence. As temperature and
velocity change with respect to position the L2 norm is used to evaluate a global convergence
ratio. Consequently, from the L2 norm the relative error can be computed for the 40 sampled
points.
εrel.error =
√
40∑
n=1
(Tn−coarse − Tn−fine)2√
40∑
n=1
T 2n−fine
(4.1)
εrel.error =
√
40∑
n=1
(Un−coarse − Un−fine)2√
40∑
n=1
U2n−fine
(4.2)
Table 4.2 Relative error for temperature and velocity.
Mesh Refinement T U
Brick Rel.error(%) Rel.error(%)
1,877,365 0.00042 0.56645
3,125,875 0.00035 0.90188
For all simulations, residuals are observed to drop to 10−7 showing little to none fluctuation
over time. Thus, this leads to the observation that the problem was resolved and the answers
converged. Nonetheless, the remaining question that must be asked is if the problem was solved
correctly.
In order to avoid divergence a transient case study was considered. Due to the complexity
of the physical system, the high number of degrees of freedoms to be solved, and computational
expenditures only 22.95 seconds were calculated. Thus, in order to study convergence, temper-
ature and velocity values were averaged at every time step at different height levels. Fig. 4.10
and Fig. 4.11 illustrates flow fields convergence in Room 1 (Kitchen), Room 2 (Datalogger),
and through the corridor. As denoted in Table 4.2, three mesh refinements are not enough
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to guarantee convergence for both temperature and velocity fields due to the venturi effect
through the corridor of the house. Thus, one may justify the remaining oscillations for the
velocity and not acceptable results for the temperature field.
Figure 4.10 Average temperature fields for a 22.95 seconds of duration transient simulation at
Room 1 (Kitchen), Room 2 (Datalogger), and the corridor show that convergence
has been reached despite of the short simulation period.
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Figure 4.11 Average velocity fields for a 22.95 seconds of duration transient simulation at
Room 1 (Kitchen), Room 2 (Datalogger), and the corridor show that convergence
has not been reached due to the venturi effect caused by the corridor.
4.2.2 Experimental Validation
Two criteria of assessment are adopted in order to evaluate if the conjugate heat transfer
problem leads to accurate results. The first criteria, is by sampling temperature measurement
at the middle of Room 1 and 2 and comparing with experimental values for y=0, 1.78, and
4.25 meters for Room 1 and y=0, 1.78, and 3.25 meters for Room 2. The second method
for evaluation lies on comparing numerical and experimental measurements at the wall to air
interface at every surface.
The beehive structure of the Harran domed house reflect important results for both tem-
perature and velocity fields based on the imposed boundary conditions. The first and most
noticeable characteristics of the model, regardless of the configuration, is that the opening of
the domes behave as an exhaust system allowing warm air to be released to the environment.
Through the air openings thermal energy is conveyed from the environment to the house. The
combined effect of thermal mass, beehive structure, and air openings reflect a very comfortable
temperature if compared to outside air.
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The contour plots clearly indicate that buoyancy plays a role in the temperature control
of the house. Fig. 4.12 illustrates all incoming air jet - entering the air openings in Room 1
- bends into house exiting through the air openings of Room 2. Most incoming air disperses
across both rooms while a remainder slowly diffuses through the dome opening of Room 2.
Conversely, most of the incoming air jet - entering the air openings in Room 2 - bends into
the house reaching Room 1 further exiting through the dome opening. From the principle of
energy conservation one may expect a balance between kinematic and thermal energy.
Figure 4.12 Left to right: Streamlines for Room 1 (Kitchen) and Room 2 (Datalogger).
Addressing the first criteria of evaluation, numerically solved temperature stratification
is compared to experimental and serve as means of validation for the conjugate heat transfer
model. Fig. 4.2.2 shows a non-dimensional comparison between the experimental and numerical
temperature stratification for three height values of y=0, 1.78, and 4.25 meters for Room 1 and
y=0, 1.78, and 3.25 meters for Room 2. Respectively, the variables Href−Room1 and Href−Room2
represent the height of the Room 1 and 2.
Potential drawbacks that may justify the encountered discrepancies lie on the utilized values
for boundary conditions. For instance, due to resource limitations boundary conditions were
not able to be obtained at the surface of both domes. Therefore, the temperature values used on
the dome of Room 1 was set equivalent to Room 2. Also, the initial condition does not take into
account the memory of the materials while propagating heat. Furthermore, the combination of
errors in measurements and resource limitations lead to the inacuracy of turbulence parameters
such as turbulence intensity.
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Table 4.3 Experimental measurements for internal surfaces.
Room 1 Roof West Room 1 Roof East Room 1 Roof South Room 1 Roof North
288.04 293.26 289.29 292.02
Despite still falling within an acceptable range, one may not draw sufficient statistical
considerations due to the lack of experimental sampled data points. Nonetheless, it is still
beneficial to numerically project the temperature stratification inside Room 1 and 2 because
it can report how well air mixes. As can be seen from Fig. 4.2.2, the internal temperatures
of the rooms show a high resistance to mixing. The plot also includes accuracy values of type
T thermocouple (Fig. B.8). Therefore, it can be concluded that the beehive geometry of the
Harran domed houses is indeed very efficient because it allows air circulation caused by high
air changes per hour as illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
Air circulation is followed by an increase in internal air pressure which accelerates the fluid
upwards hence causing the buoyancy effects. Following the principle of mass conservation, the
mass flux rate rises - with respect to height - leaving when at high velocities when encountering
the narrow dome openings. Therefore, the assessment of natural ventilation of the Harran
domed houses is based on thermal effects caused by wind and buoyancy.
As a second criteria of validation, wall to air interface temperature values can be measured
to validate the conjugate heat transfer simulations. Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 portray section views
of the temperature and velocity fields for three planes slicing the fluid domain at x= -5, y=
1.0, and z= 6.20 meters based on the designed geometry. From the numerical simulation, it is
clear that the incoming heat flux is propagating toward the interior at slow rate. As indicated
in Table 3.3, the solid domain is characterized for its low density and thermal conductivity
values. These parameters are key to determining the capacity of the solid region to convey
and store heat throughout a determined period. As a consequence of that, one may expect
minimum fluctuation within inner surfaces. On-site measurements, Table 4.3, indicate that
numerical projection meets experimental data for all measured inner surfaces at each wall and
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Figure 4.13 Stratification plots for temperature and velocity at Room 1 and 2 for a brick cor-
belled internal surface at each mesh refinement including equipment experimental
accuracy for type T thermocouple (Fig. B.8).
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Room 1 West Room 1 East Room 1 South Room 1 North Room 2 North
289.29 293.01 290.05 289.94 289.64
roof centroid as indicated in Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19.
Figure 4.14 Slice sections of multiple mesh refinements of temperature for x=-5.71, y=1.0,
and z=6.20. From top to bottom: 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements.
From left to right: top view of house, corridor, and front view.
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Figure 4.15 Slice sections of multiple mesh refinements of velocity for x=-5.71, y=1.0, and
z=6.20. From top to bottom: 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements. From
left to right: top view of house, corridor, and front view.
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Figure 4.16 Slice sections of multiple mesh refinements of temperature for x=-4.2, y=2.2, and
z=5.79. From top to bottom: 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements. From
left to right: top view of house, Room 2 (Datalogger), and front view.
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Figure 4.17 Slice sections of multiple mesh refinements of velocity for x=-4.2, y=2.2, and
z=5.79. From top to bottom: 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements. From
left to right: top view of house, Room 2 (Datalogger), and front view.
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Figure 4.18 Slice sections of multiple mesh refinements of temperature for x=-7.06, y=3.33,
and z=6.47. From top to bottom: 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements.
From left to right: top view of house, Room 1 (Kitchen), and front view.
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Figure 4.19 Slice sections of multiple mesh refinements of velocity for x=-7.06, y=3.33, and
z=6.47. From top to bottom: 1,877,365, 3,125,875, and 5,909,563 elements. From
left to right: top view of house, Room 1 (Kitchen), and front view.
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5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This thesis has successfully: (1) developed a comprehensive 1D building energy model
that takes into account the effects of: buoyancy and wind driven natural ventilation, thermal
mass, short-wave and long-wave radiation, conduction, convection, wind thermal energy, and
geometry in a uniform temperature zone; and (2) ascertained the impacts of a brick corbelled
internal surface, through experimental validation, on indoor air temperature at the Harran
domed houses based on the SST k-ω turbulence model
Results show correlations between numerical and experimental data for the building energy
model and flow field behavior. We anticipate that the best way to validate our building energy
model is by qualitatively analyzing if the experimental and numerical data follows the same
trend. Results indicate that a very strong similarity is noticed.
Nonetheless, experimental limitations have also hindered the accessibility to recent data.
With that in mind, we decided to average Bas¸aran’s (2011) (10) data from experimental mea-
surements to a 24-hours period in order to obtain values for air and house temperature. Since
5 years is a short period for climate modeling three summer months of external and internal
surface temperatures data were averaged into a 24-hr period.
For the flow field analysis, the chosen turbulence model - SST k-ω - reveals a very accurate
behavior while modeling air jets coming through the air openings. With that being said, velocity
streamlines reflect intense air jets coming through small air openings and flowing directly across
Room 1 and 2. An increase in relative error of the velocity component can be noticed after
refining the mesh to 3,125,875 elements. Nonetheless, in order to optimize computational time
and still guarantee acceptable results no mesh refinement is necessary.
This model is a joint effort between Iowa State University and Harran University and
proposes multiple contributions to the understanding of natural ventilation and conjugate heat
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transfer. This contributions include the: [1] development of a comprehensive 1D building energy
model, [2] quantification of how wall thickness and roughness impact surface temperature and
heat flux; [3] construction of a CFD conjugate heat transfer model to understand the impact
of natural ventilation on the Harran domed houses; [4] validation of experimental data; and [5]
verification of the SST k-ω turbulence model for indoor applications.
The technique attained in this thesis provides enough insight to proceed into a better
understanding of how natural ventilation guarantees thermal comfort in Harran. Harran’s
atypical architecture scalability still intrigues us. Potential further research would include on
understanding how does air flow behave across an entire house. Furthermore, questions arise
on determining an optimum design based on a minimum number of dome and maximum user
comfort.
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APPENDIX A.
CONVERTING HORIZONTAL TO INCLINED SOLAR RADIATION
Measured global and diffuse horizontal insolation at Harran are utilized to project new
values for an inclined surface . The adjusted values are then categorized as total beam, diffuse,
and ground reflected insolation and used as vertical insolation values that will enable the
computation of solar short-wave radiation. Duffie and Beckmann (1991) (39) discuss this
mathematical model at length.
Local standard time must be converted to solar time since it varies according to the ob-
servant position. The solar time relates the standard meridian for the local time zone Lst, the
longitude of the location in question Lloc, and the equation of time E, in minutes as explained
by Spencer (1971) (40).
SolarT ime− LST = 4(Lst − Lloc) + E (A.1)
E = 229.2(0.000075+0.001868cosB−0.032077sinB−0.0141615cos2B−0.04089sin2B) (A.2)
B = (n− 1)360
365
, 1 < n < 365 (A.3)
Followed by the adjusted time and day of the month, earths declination, ranging between
-23.45 to + 23.45 degrees, may be calculated based on Cooper (1969) (41).
δ = 23.45sin
(
360
284 + n
365
)
(A.4)
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The day of the year n can be conveniently obtained as explained by Duffie and Beckmann
(1991) (39). The measured TMY3 data is further scanned where its main components are
analyzed: the location of the discussed city (latitude and longitude), the global horizontal inso-
lation, the diffuse horizontal insolation, and logged data solving for the beam diffuse horizontal
insolation (BHI).
BHI = GHI −DHI (A.5)
Fifteen degrees of hour angle corresponds to one hour of time. At solar noon, the hour angle
will be zero having its maximum value at sunset and its minimum value at sunrise. However,
the magnitude of the hour angles, ω, of sunrise and sunset on a given day are identical.
ω =
15 deg
hr
(LST − 12) (A.6)
Hottel and Woertz (1942) (42) define Rb as the ratio between the of beam radiation on a
tilted surface and a horizontal surface. The geometric factor can be calculated by knowing the
value of cos θ, the angle in between the normal beam radiation and the tilted beam radiation
on a tilted surface, and cos θz, the angle between the beam radiation and the normal beam
radiation on horizontal surfaces. The equations may be expanded as:
Rb =
cosθ
cosθz
(A.7)
cos(θ) = sin(δ)sin(φ)cos(β)− sin(δ)cos(φ)sin(β)cos(γ) + cos(δ)cos(φ)cos(β)cos(ω)+ (A.8)
cos(δ)sin(φ)sin(β)cos(γ)cos(ω) + cos(δ)sin(β)sin(γ)sin(ω)
cos(θz) = cos(δ)cos(φ)cos(ω) + sin(φ)sin(δ) (A.9)
where θ represents the radiation angle on tilted surface, θz represents the radiation angle
on horizontal surface, δ represents earth’s declination, φ represents latitude, and γ represents
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azimuth in radians. In case the solar time is equivalent to solar a new Rb value must be
computed.
Rb =
cos|φ− δ − β|
cos|φ− δ| (A.10)
Rb =
cos|θ|
cos|θz| (A.11)
Lastly beam, diffuse, and ground insolation on a tilted surface may be computed as follows.
Ibeam−vertical = BHI(Rb) (A.12)
Idiffuse−vertical =
1
2
DHI[1 + cos(β)] (A.13)
Iground−reflected−vertical =
1
2
GHIρ[1− cos(β)] (A.14)
Itotal−insolation−vertical = Ibeam−vertical + Idiffuse−vertical + Iground−reflected−vertical (A.15)
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APPENDIX B.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Kipp-Zonen Pyranometer
Figure B.1 Kipp-Zonen material to measure solar radiation.
Specification
• Spectral range 300 to 2800 nm
• Sensitivity 5 to 20 µV/W/m2
• Response time 18 s
• Zero offset A < 15 W/m2
• Zero offset B < 5 W/m2
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• Directional error (up to 80 ◦ with 1000 W/m2 beam) < 20 W/m2
• Temperature dependence of sensitivity (-10 ◦ C to +40 ◦ C) < 5 %
• Operating temperature range -40 ◦ C to + 80 ◦ C
• Maximum solar irradiance 2000 W/m2
• Field of view 180
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Thies Windspeed Sensor
Figure B.2 Thies for wind speed.
Specification
• Measuring range 0.3 to 75 m/s
• Measuring instability without calibration 0.3 to 50 m/s < 3% of measured value or < 0.3
m/s
• Survival speed 85 m/s (maximum 30 minutes)
• Permissible ambient conditions -50 to + 80 ◦ C, all occuring situations of relative humidity
including dew moistening)
• Starting velocity < 0.3 m/s
• Resolution 0.05 m wind run
• Distance constant < 3 m (ASTM D 5096-96)
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NRG #200P Wind Direction Vane
Figure B.3 NRG 200p for wind direction.
Specification
• Range: Direction 360 ◦ mechanical continuous rotation
• Sensitivity: Approximate 1 m/s (2.2 mph)
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Campbell Scientific HC2S3 Temperature and Relative Humidity Sensors
Figure B.4 Campbell Scientific HC2S3 for temperature and relative humidity.
Specification Temperature
• Sensor: PT100 RTD, IEC 751 1/3 Class B, with calibrated signal conditioning
• Temperature Measurement Range: -50 ◦ C to +100 ◦ C (default - 40 ◦ C to + 60 ◦ C)
• Temperature Output Signal Range: 0 to 1.0 V
• Accuracy at 23 ◦ C: ± 0.1 ◦ C with standard configuration settings
• Long Term Stability: < 0.1 ◦/year
• Sensor Time Constant (63 % step change 1 m/s air flow at sensor): ≤ 22s with PE filter,
≤ 30s with Teflon filter
Relative Humidity
• ROTRONIC Hygromer IN1
• Measurement Range: 0 to 100% non-condensing
• RH Output Signal Range: 0 to 1 VDC
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• Accuracy at 23 ◦ C: ± 0.8% RH with standard configuration settings
• Typical Long Term Stability: < 1% RH per year
• Sensor Time Constant (63% of a 35 to 80% step change 1 m/s air flow at sensor): ≤22 s
with PE filter, ≤30 s with Teflon filter
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Campbell Scientific CR1000 Datalogger
Figure B.5 Campbell Scientific device for datalogging.
Specifications
• Accuracy: ± 0.01 % f.s. of reading + resolution
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HIOKI 8422-51 Memory Hilogger
Figure B.6 HIOKI memory device for datalogging with 32 different channels.
Specifications
• Measurement Range: -100 to +100 mV (5 µV resolution)
• Accuracy: ± 0.1 % f.s. (in the 1-5 V f.s. range only, f.s. = 10V)
• Maximum allowable input: 60 V DC (maximum voltage between input terminals that
does not cause damage)
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Testo 435 Wind Speed and Relative Humidity Probes
Figure B.7 Testo apparatus for wind speed and relative humidity measurements.
Specifications
• Temperature Range: 0 to 50 ◦ C (± 0.3 ◦ C)
• Measurement Range: 0 to 100% (± 2% RH)
• Velocity Range: +0.6 to +40 m/s ± (0.2 m/s + 1.5% of mv)
• Operating temperature: 0 to 60 ◦ C
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T type Thermocouple
Figure B.8 T type thermocouple for temperature measurement.
Specification*
• Temperature Range: ± 1.0 ◦ C or ± 0.75 %
* Accuracy is referred from REOTEMP Instruments
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